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We now have an extensive
range of merchandise.

The range of items can be
found at:

http://www.swift-uk.com
look under ‘catalogue’.

All items can have the
Association Logo and a boat
name added in many different

colours.

There really are some nice
items in colours, styles and fit

to suit every member.

For ties and burgees please
email John Claisse directly.
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Chairman's Note
With snow piled high on Galatea in Sweden, where the grandchildren are
enjoying sledging back from school, and where life carries on as normal, it
wasgreat tobe carried away into thedreamworld formeof sailing inFrench
Polynesia. Marilyn transported us into a world of azure blue seas, dazzling
sunshine and palm trees. Her talk was a highlight of another very successful
AGMweekend.AGMsaren’t generally consideredpopular events butwith
our efficient general secretary John and Robin’s faultless organisation, a
brass band, Maurice on top form and members singing their hearts out after
being well fed and watered, Nauticat AGMs are not to be missed. A big
thank you to all the committee members for their contributions and support,
especially Richard’s effort on membership from which he is retiring.
While Galatea is buried under snow most members can start preparing for
the summer and hopefully join in the South Coast summer cruise. Whether
our Baltic secretary will be able to sail his Nauticat into the path of Galatea
on its way to Lapland this summer, remains to be seen. I wish all members
fair winds for the summer.

Douglas Addison
Durdle Door - Dorset
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Flicking through one of the many travel brochures that arrive with the junk
mail, we were attracted by a short cruise on a small luxury yacht, departing
from Dubrovnik, with direct flights from Gatwick. The itinerary looked
varied and interesting but also relaxing, with opportunity for walking tours
in each port. What’s not to like?!

A few clicks on the internet and it was all
booked for the beginning of October!
Our ship was the Motor Vessel Liberty,
148 feet long, 25 feet beam, and crew of
7, with 20 cabins for 34 guests.
After an early morning flight from
Gatwick we were delivered to the ship in
the new Dubrovnik Harbour by
lunchtime. Once on board, we found our
cabin on the main deck, and by early
afternoon we were on our way, passing a

couple of enormous cruise ships, to our first port of call - Sipanska, a
charming, small fishing port.
During the week we visited
various islands as well as a
coupleof stopson themainland,
always arriving by early
afternoon, giving time to
explore ashore. We were
moored every evening, so you
could go ashore if you wished.
On a few occasions MV Liberty
had to raft. Joining and leaving
a raft certainly demonstrated
the skill of the Captain and his two young deckhands. The weather was
pleasant for the entire week; always warm enough to sit on the deck and

watch the world go by, including a
pod of dolphins. Our travelling speed
was approximately 8 knots. The bar
serving local wine, beer and spirits,
opened at 11.00 and we soon got into
the routine of a beer or G&T before
lunch and dinner!
Our excellent tour guide was with us
for the whole trip.
For some of the evenings she
organised local musicians to come

Small Ship Cruising in Croatia
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So it certainly turned out to be as interesting and relaxing as we expected.
We thoroughly enjoyed the carefree weeks cruise around the islands of
Croatia in the beautiful clear waters of the Adriatic.
It made us think that sailing ourselves around the Islands would be a good
idea.
Alan & Theresa Warrell

This is just a big Nauticat Giving the Captain some Technical Advice

Good Parking Showing the Tour Guide how to Dance

That's Close Another Hard Day

aboard and entertain us after dinner, with a good mix of local and
popular music which got everybody singing … and some of us dancing!
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Figure of Eight Around the Americas
Frank Rothwell's unique voyage from
Cape Horn to the North West Passage
In September 2016, an unusual sailing
voyage ended its final leg in Gran Canaria.
At thehelmof theNauticat 515was66-year-
old businessman Frank Rothwell from
Oldham, who had just finished sailing
around North and South America in a figure
of eight – which he believes is a world first.
Thisuniquevoyagehad takenFrank, a RYA
Gold member, across open waters in wildly
different conditions, from tropical warmth of the South Pacific to the
freezing temperatures and treacherous pack ice of the North-West Passage.
That part of the journey was a particular trial, as there is only a brief window

each year when the ice can be safely
navigated. ‘Three times I thought
that we would not complete the
transit in one season,’ Frank says.
Sea ice is unpredictable and
unforgiving. But a combination of
luck, patience and good judgement
meant that Frank’s boat, Upchuck,
named by his wife, Judith, became
one of the first fiberglass-hulled
yachts ever to make through the
Northwest Passage.

The Artic sea ice was only one of the potential difficulties that Frank faced
on his epic voyage. There were many other notorious and dangerous spots
along the route, including the gale force winds and heavy seas of Cape
Farewell in Greenland, the hurricane prone Caribbean, and the strong
currents, intense winds and huge waves that can blow up around Cape Horn
(it is known as the Sailors’ Graveyard for a reason). Frank also had to learn
to do his own repairs along the way, which included diving into the fishy
waters of Dutch Harbour in Alaska, to file the sharp edge off the propeller
to stop it ‘singing’, and climbing Upchuck’s mast to repair the wind
indicator after a sea eagle sat on it. The enormous eagle then dive-bombed
him while trying to complete the repair.
But perhaps the greatest challenge was the diagnosis of prostate cancer,
which reached Frank just as he arrived in Vancouver. Fearing the worst, he
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tidied up his affairs and flew home for treatment. But 18 months later he was
back on board, ready to continue his epic voyage.
Keen Sailor
Frank’s achievement is perhaps more remarkable because he only began
sailing in his late thirties, when he took his family to Australia for a boating
holiday and very quickly became hooked. The following year the whole
family took the RYA Day Skipper and VHF courses, and Frank took every
course up to a Yacht master Ocean. This stood him in good stead when, in
2000, he and a few friends sailed around the world in a 42 foot Nauticat –
a journey he describes as ‘a straightforward voyage in warm waters’. This
feat alonewouldbeenough formost people, especially thosewith abusiness
to run, but then Frank met a man called Andy Wood in a bar in Tenerife, who
had just sailed the Northwest Passage.
‘I didn’t know what it was’ says Frank, ‘but I was desperate to find out
more.’ Andy was a crew member whom Frank hired to help him get his
Nauticat back to Southampton. The boat was then sold, but Andy’s
achievement stuck in Frank’s mind, and he soon started thinking about
buying another boat – one that could survive the treacherous conditions of
the Northwest Passage. Discovering that a steal or aluminum boat would be
far to expensive, Frank commissioned a Nauticat 515, which Nauticat’s
director assured him would survive the icy journey. Some modifications
were made, such as converting a water tank to carry diesel, to extend the

range to over 2,000 miles and
strengthening the hull to improve its
chances of surviving an ice collision. As
Frank says, ‘in layman’s terms, if you
were to compare a boat to a car, it was a
diesel Range Rover Vogue converted to
rally spec.’
Frank collected the boat from Finland in

the summer of 2007, and, in just over a year later, he set off on the first leg
of his adventure.
Natural Survivor
At this point, some people might be wondering why a 58-year old suddenly
decided to sail around the world. But it starts to make more sense when you
learn that, in April 2017, Frank took part in Bear Grylls’ TV series The
Island. Frank was the oldest contestant by more than 15 years, but he easily
pulled his weight, lighting fires, building rafts and catching snakes. ‘My
children told me, “Don’t take charge, you’re not their boss,”’ he confesses.
‘I tried, but it was hard!’ His self-confessed impatience certainly led to some
friction (although he was man enough to apologies). But he was entertaining

Extra Fuel
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"Thank God for the 24-carat telly gold that is Frank Rothwell, " said the Sun
– and he stayed the course despite the grueling conditions. But what’s
notable is that he was not afraid of being dumped on a remote island for five
weeks with seven complete strangers, a machete and only a day’s worth of
drinking water. He explains, ‘If somethings easy, I don’t want to do it. I like
things that are difficult.’ The difficulty was the whole point, rather than the
downside.
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Scotland to Alaska
The first part of Frank’s voyage took four years, thanks to a number of
unforeseen events, including a huge order for his company that came in just
a few months after he had set off. It required his presence back in the UK,
so he headed home, returning 15 months later to pick up the trail in Antigua.
Then came the cancer diagnosis. ‘I knew someone who had died from it, so
I thought “That’s it then”,’ he says. ‘But I had treatment quickly, and I was
lucky, so I decided to carry on.’
The quest resumed in 2012, taking Frank and his crew through the Baring
Straits and over the top of Alaska, facing the harshest conditions of the
whole trip. ‘We were lucky; it was the easiest ice ever seen there, so didn’t
have to sail through much pack ice,’ he says. ‘But of course we didn’t know
that at the time.
To complicate matters further, Frank developed a kidney stone and had to
fly to Edmonton for treatment. But two days later he was back on board, and
Upchuck headed on to Bellot Strait, Lancaster Sound, Pond Inlet and onto
Greenland arriving in Scotland in September 2012.
Around Cape Horn
When Upchuck sailed triumphantly into harbor in 2012 Frank decided he’d
had enough sailing, and tried to sell his trusty Nauticat. But then he
discovered there was no record of anyone sailing around North and South
America in a figure of eight, and he swiftly changed his mind. ‘If it’s not
been done, let’s not tell anyone and just do it,’ he thought.
So in2014, he foundhimself headingoff oncemore–down toGranCanaria,
before continuing on to the Panama Canal in 2015, this time turning south
to sail down as far as Chile’ He flew back to the UK for Christmas and set
off again in the new year, sailing around Cape Horn and up to the Falklands
before heading home via St Helena, Ascension and Cape Verde. The entire
voyage – 32,000 miles nautical miles had taken eight years.
Frank has sold his boat and now spends his spare time sking and working
on his stean engine. But, despite his exploits, Frank has received no formal
acknowledgement of his sailing achievement; none of the relevant bodies,
such as the Water Speed Record Society or Guiness Book of Records has
felt able to verify the voyage as a world first. ‘We have written to every
yachting club in the world asking if any of their members have completed
any such voyage,’ says Frank. ‘I’m very keen to have this world first
recognized. My record of eight years is an easy one to break, and no doubt
another amateur sailor will be able to reduce the time to just a year.’ But,
until that happens it remains unofficial – and unchallenged.

First published in the RYA Magazine – Winter 2017
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The 2018 Nauticat AGM
This was our fourth year at Sandbanks Hotel which is based on one of the
most expensive strips of land in the United Kingdom, with views over the
sea - Isle of Wight to port and Old Harry Rocks to starboard. The hotel
always looks after us very well and has the advantage of a perfect sized
meeting room for our fifty or so AGM attendee
As usual several of us decided to arrive on the Friday which happened to be
a beautiful sunny day. If gives us the opportunity to enjoy the area and then
an informal dinner for seventeen of us in the main resturant in the evening.
Saturdaydawnedcloudyanddampsonot sowelcoming for the arrival of our
fellow sailors. The Committee always has a preliminary meeting at 11am to
check we will conduct ourselves in a proper manner before enjoying a
lunchtime snack.
The AGM started at 2pm and was well attended - nothing contentious to
keep people away - but after many years of stability there are changes and
resignations. Richard Wakeham is, through pressure of work, giving up
Membership Secretary but thankfully carrying on with the website. John
Crump is picking up on Membership as well as continuing as South Coast
Sec. Rod Cotton who has been organizing the Laying up Lunch is stepping
aside and Theresa Warrell is picking up the baton for this year’s lunch,
possibly at a hotel in ___Hythe Marina. Our Technical Secretary, Alan
Warrell,who’s hasdone abrilliant job, has soldhisNauticat - ‘Gasp,Horror,
What? Uh’ - and bought a Hardy. The good news is that Alan is staying a
member of the association and will continue for a little while as Tech Sec.
but we will need to find a replacement - volunteers very welcome. There will
be a full report of the meeting when the minutes are circulated.
With the business concluded we enjoyed a superb talk but Marilyn Larthe
on her exploits around the Pacific Islands of French Polynesia and Tonga -
a fascinating talk.
Now comes the time to smarten up ready for the evening dinner and
entertainment. We all met in the bar for a pre-dinner drink before taking our
seats to be entertained by the Poole Sea Cadets brass band, a forty-five-
minute recital from the national anthem to movie themes. It was unfortunate
that our Chairman’s table was almost part of the bassoon section so it was
a little loud for them. Dinner is served then after coffee we are
entertained by our resident song & dance man, Maurice Owens.
Maurice has been a performer for many, many years so I have
include a photo of him as a young man when he was performing
in ‘Me and My Girl’.
A great weekend and by a general consensus we have booked
again for next year. Ed
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AGM - 2018

A very entertaining day: A Pacific Island Talk, A Brass Band Recital, A
Stand-Up Routine by Maurice Owens and a good old fashioned Sing-

Song led by our Nauticat Choir,
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Poole Sea Cadets
I thought it might be interesting for members to know a little about this
young band who have been playing for us at our AGM for the past several
years.
Poole Sea Cadets is a charity, relying greatly on public funding. They are
also lucky to have a benefactor in Lord Drax who matches some of the
money they raise.
This unit of the Sea Cadets was founded 80 years ago, to give teenagers
opportunities to help prepare them for the challenges of the world they live
in. Poole Sea Cadets hold burgee status, meaning they are one of the best
units in the country.
Cadets have the opportunity to sail on T.S.Royalist, and gain RYA sailing
qualifications. They also take part in rowing, power boating, windsurfing,
and kayaking and even rock climbing. They learn first aid, orienteering,
weather forecasting, and take enthusiastic part in national ceremonial drill
competitions.
Band members compete in National Band competitions and take part in the
Trafalgar day parades. They go on courses at the Plymouth Naval Music
College, some go on to join the Royal Marines.
They play an active part in the ceremonial life of Poole and may be seen
playing and marching through the streets of the old town.
I hope this short resume gives you an insight into this worthwhile
organisation, which encourages these youngsters to gain confidence and
self-discipline. The spirit of naval tradition lives on in them!
Annabelle Cotton.

___________________________

Musical Blunders
A conductor, having just concluded his evening’s concert, was leaving the
theatre when he noticed a well dressed lady standing alone in the foyer.
Thinking he recognised the lady & remembering that she had a famous
brother he asked:
"Hello, what’s your bother up to these days?"
With a puzzled look on her face, she replied:
"Oh! He’s still the King!"
Rod Cotton.

___________________________
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The Jean Crump Nauticat (Trip Adviser) Guide to
Marina Facilities

or
‘What a Shower’

For some time I have been pondering about an article for Cat-a-Log, making
a contribution as I know Robin is always eager for copy. Whether he will be
very keen on my article is perhaps questionable as I have decided to write
about ‘Toilets’. I don’t think that subject has been covered yet. I must add
right away that these findings relate to the Women’s Facilities only, perhaps
some gentleman would like to contribute a Men’s version. So let’s get down
to basics!
They say ‘cleanliness is next to godliness’ so I have alwayskept a critical eye
on all things to do with ablutions, especially on our sailing holidays where
sometimes the facilities have been somewhat primitive, especially in the
early days.
Do you remember Yarmouth when it was a delightful fishing harbour with
piles for the local yachtsmen and visitors? We had a very small cruising
yacht thenandeverymorningwewouldclamber intoour ancientblackAvon
dinghy, John, myself and our two children, and row ashore to the toilet block
on the corner of Bridge Road (near The Wheatsheaf). A rather primitive
brick building with very basic facilities, toilets and a basin with cold water.
It is still there but I never go inside now that we have ‘The Palace on the
Quay’ as it was called by the locals when first built.
So lets start at Yarmouth
Things are greatly improved but not quite 5 star yet. We are no longer
charged extra for a shower but doubtless this is reflected in the marina fees.
Thewater is hot but not continuous; the start buttonneeds tobepressed again
after 2 or 3 minutes and is not conveniently close so a long arm is needed.
The stool and hooks which I consider absolutely necessary are well out of
the way of the water which is a good thing but on the downside the cubicles
are well used and often very wet and muddy with no mat so it is difficult to
keep ones feet clean. The drain is invariably blocked so the water runs right
through the cubicle and out into the drain in the floor of the communal area.
I enquired if I could have a mop but was told they only get stolen—what a
sad thing.
Overall verdict---Good! Clean, spacious and well equipped but the drains
need attention. ****
Next Weymouth Town Quay
Have you tried them?! The showers are situated alongside the Harbour
Master’s Office and proudly advertised as ‘eco friendly’, this they may well
be but ‘user friendly’ they are certainly not. The shower is activated by
movement but this means performing some sort of gymnastics in front of the
shower button practically touching it which makes washing oneself quite
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difficult. If you don’t keep up the gyrations the water will stop and each time
it restarts it is cold again—urrgh!
Apart from that the shower block is spacious and clean with toilets, basins
and hairdryers.
Verdict------Poor. I want a hot, continuous flow of water without having to
wriggle around to get it! **
The facilities by The Cove entail a walk to the bridge but I found them much
better with en-suite cubicles, continuous hot water, clean and no fancy eco-
systems.
Let’s go to Lymington Town Quay.
I have chosen the Town Quay because I was very impressed with the
facilities there when we visited in October 2017. If you stay at the Dan Bran
Pontoon it is probably much wiser to use your own on board shower than
traipse all the way up to Lymington Town Sailing Club. To be honest I
haven’t tried them but I didn’t fancy using them when we were members of
that club. Maybe somebody else would like to comment.
Now to the Town Quay. I was very pleasantly surprised with these facilities.
The old public conveniences have been converted into a shower block for
visiting yachtsmen with toilets for the general public in a separate space at
the other end. Entrance to the block is by code supplied by the Harbour
Master.Thewholebuilding is shabbybut inside itwasvery clean andwarm,
a radiator was on and working—it was October when we visited.
The block is unisex with en-suite cubicles so no embarrassment. There was
plenty of hot water and even soap at the basins plus a Dyson hand dryer and
a hairdryer. The water in the shower cubicles was not quite hot enough and
like Yarmouth had to be restarted after 2-3 minutes but the button was right
in front so very easy to reach. On the down side there was no rack for soap,
shampoo etc. neither was there a mat but there was a stool and some hooks.
Verdict -----Good. Much more user friendly than the ultra modern facilities
at Weymouth. ****
The Folly Inn
To be quite honest this was my personal experience and should not be taken
as a fair reflexion of the facilities at this popular sailing venue. In fact I am
very grateful to the owners for providing the showers at all. Having said that
you do need to be adventurous to use these facilities. A door code is usually
required but on the day I went I found the outer door wide open. I must
mention that the block situated behind the Inn is unisex and a shower costs
£1 for 7 minutes.
First of all I could not find a light switch; it was rather dark inside the
building. The switch by the entrance had been taped over and I simply could
not find another however hard I peered around. Perhaps, I thought, it will
come on automatically when I insert my £1 into the meter which is situated
inside each shower cubicle, daft really but I was getting desperate.
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There are separate toilets and shower cubicles. Each shower cubicle has an
outer door and an inner glass door. In my cubicle (the others were no better)
the tileswere fallingoff thewall andas thebench (apluspoint)wasattached
to the tiles (a negative point) it was falling forwards as well and blocking
the inner glass door so that I couldn’t open or close that door very easily.
You will have to go and see for yourself though maybe it is all repaired by
now.
As it was completely dark in the cubicle I had to leave the outer door open
to get what light I could from the open main outside door. I undressed as
quickly as I could praying nobody else would enter and showered –inner
glass door jammed open as mentioned above. Seven minutes seemed a
lifetime but the water was lovely and hot, unfortunately it went everywhere
as you can imagine with both doors open. No light had come on and
fortunately for me nobody else ventured in.
Eventually I did find the light switch, up the far end of the room where I also
found a large mirror on the wall.
I must add that later on John had no problems at all, typical! I had described
my adventure to him & where the light switch might be found.
Verdict--------Very shabby but lots of lovely hot water. *
NB. Better with the light on!
Further afield. The Dart Marina Hotel
As you might expect really good though a few things worth mentioning on
the downside.
The facilities are situated outside the marina round the far side of the hotel
and a code is needed to enter. Each cubicle is en-suite with a toilet, shower,
basin and stool, one cubicle even had a large bath! (John said that there
wasn’t a bath on the gentlemen’s side).
But, no mats and the toilet seats were square and really huge, I found them
most uncomfortable, nearly falling into the loo, perhaps they are catering
for our larger sized citizens.
The men in our party complained that their water was cold on several
occasions whereas the ladies water was usually hot though it did fluctuate
a bit during the shower.
Verdict---------- Mainly Excellent ****
Brixham
Now I won’t hear a word against Brixham, I loved the marina and the
facilities were the best I have encountered so far, even the Wi-Fi was very
fast and I was most impressed as I could log on even in the bowels of the
fore cabin. (Southampton Town Quay and Chichester marina also have
excellent facilities but I will leave them for another time).
The ladies was spacious with separate toilets and en-suite cubicles each
with a toilet, basin in a spacious vanity unit, shower plus fold down stools,
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hooks, a mat and a hairdryer. There was also plenty of continuous hot water.
Music was supplied by the local radio station and all was very clean, what
more could you ask for.
Verdict---------Excellent *****
Poole Quay Boat Haven
These facilities are across the road from the marina and an entry code is needed.
On the whole they are very good but why oh why no stool. When you are getting
on a bit and rather stiff it can be quite tricky standing on one leg to get dressed,
usually in a puddle of water from the shower. For three consecutive years I put in
a request for a stool, I even drew them a picture of the fold down type as they said
there wasn’t enough room in the cubicles. There isn’t even a bench in the
communal area. The last time I complained they gave me the code for the disabled
shower room!
Verdict------------could do better! ***
I must add that these are all my own personal experiences and I’m sure others will
have very different ones so please do write an article to explain yours. Also, there
are literally hundreds if not thousands of marina facilities around our coast and
abroad so why not write about your experiences in these, a ‘Michelin Guide to
Marinas’. I myself have more notes but I think that is enough for now.
Happy Sailing---------Happy Showering.

Jean Crump
_________________________________

Deadline for next issue - 1st August 2018
Copy can be sent by e-mail to:
robidonoghue@aol.com
or to:
44 Hill Avenue, Hazlemere,
Bucks HP15 7JU.
Photographs, including digital, very welcome.
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The Merchant Navy in the 1960s - part one
Like many teenagers about to sit their O level’s I had no idea regarding the
career that I wished to pursue in adulthood. One option which came to mind
was that of engine driver, but when I broached this suggestion over the
dinner tableoneevening, theparental reactionwasoneofdisapproval, to say
the least! The parental “grunt” had often been heard during the teenage
years, but on this occasion I had the firm impression that the topic of
conversation should definitely be directed away from anything that
remotely involved railways, especially when I was stoutly advised that
“anyone can work for the railway, provided they could walk or talk, but not
necessarily do both at the same time!”
During the 1950’s my family were living in a coastal town on the Isle of
Thanet overlooking the Thames estuary. I soon became interested in the
variety of shipping passing by, on their voyage to & from the London &
Tilbury Docks. Initially I had a problem in identifying the vessels as they
came into view after rounding North Foreland & sailing across to the
Estuary Forts.
This problem was however resolved when Ian Allan published a range of
ABC books covering British shipping companies, and which conveniently
included details of their fleet lists etc. Also by taking out a subscription of
“Lloyds List” I was forewarned of all the inbound & outbound commercial
sailings throughout the Thames estuary.

To digress for a moment, while
on the subject on the Thames
Estuary, there is still the
remains of a liberty ship resting
on a sand bank adjacent to
Southend, this vessel had on
board the part cargo of 4,000
tons of fragmentation bombs
destined for the US Airforce in
1944. The 7,700 grt (gross

registered tons) Richard Montgomery had been on her maiden voyage
from the Delaware River to Sheerness Docks. She was awaiting a berth in
the docks, but unfortunately dropped anchor over the sand bank in the
estuary. Recognising the danger, a gang of Sheerness dock workers
volunteered to offload the hazardous cargo onto barges. During this
operation, the falling tide caused the Richard Montgomery to break up on
the sand bank while still containing 2,800 tons of unloaded bombs.
Today the wreck lies, just 1.2 miles off the Essex holiday resort, clearly
marked by 4 cardinal buoys. It has often been said that if these bombs did
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ever explode, it would take half of Southend with it! More to be said on
Liberty ships later.
A few months before the dreaded O level exams I happen to come across an
article in Lloyds List regarding the introduction of an “alternative training
scheme for marine engineers”, which had been prompted by the predicted
shortage of senior sea going engineers. Traditionally the recruitment of
marine engineers had been drawn from the shipbuilding industry, but this
abundant source of recruitment had abruptly come to an end as a result of
the announcement of the termination of National Service in 1960.
In the late 1950’s there was such a shortage of certificated second engineers
that many ocean going vessels were sailing with third engineers acting
under dispensation as second engineers, a fact which both the Board of
Trade & Lloyds underwriters found unacceptable. This dearth of second
engineers had arisen primarily due to the fact that all sea going engineers
wereexempted fromNationalService: thiswasacarryover fromtheSecond
World War when, understandably there was a chronic shortage of crews
prepared to sail on unarmed merchant vessels!
Unknown to my parents, and from the fear of a further career rebuttal, I set
about investigating this recently introduced training programme. The
scheme had only been adopted by a few of the major shipping lines, many
of which were oil tanker outfits, such as BP, Shell, Caltex, but from my
limited knowledge, I rejected those in favour of the general cargo lines. The
one that caught my eye was the Shaw Savill Line. They had a mix of
freighter & passenger vessels, predominantly general cargo & reefer
(chilled perishable foods) vessels. The line’s principal routes were UK to
New Zealand & Australia, sometimes also calling on the return voyages at
SouthAfricaplus thenearContinental ports, such asDunkirk/Bremen tooff
load wool. (During the late 1950’s the company were still taking delivery
of replacement vessels for those lost during the Second World War!)

Having targeted Shaw
Savill as my preferred
choice, I set about
applying to them as a
trainee marine
engineer, under the
recently introduced
training programme.
Surprisingly enough
within a few days I
received an invitation
for an interview at

Jervis Bay
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their branch office, sited in the Royal Albert Dock.
The interview was conducted by a retired company chief engineer, who
happened to mention he had served as second engineer on Jervis Bay
during the early part of the 1930. This aged 14,300 grt Shaw Saville
passenger vessel, was one of four Bay class ships which had been jointly
purchased with P &O in the 1920’s. The management & crewing of these
four ships was, throughout their lives, the responsibility of Shaw Savill.
During this period, they traded under the original owner’s name “Aberdeen
& Commonwealth line”.
At the outbreak of war, Jervis
Bay had been requisitioned by
the RN (the grey funnel line) &
fitted out as an armed merchant
cruiser. She gained some
notoriety, when on 5th
November 1940 she attempted
to engage the German heavy
cruiser Admiral Scheer, in
order to save the convoy HX84
shewasendeavouring toprotect.
Being hopelessly out gunned by the German raider, the Jervis Bay was
blown to pieces & sunk, but this failed engagement had given the convoy
the opportunity to scatter. Captain Fegen was awarded a posthumous
Victoria Cross as a result of his action. 186 crew members perished during
the encounter with the German raider. This vessel was one of 15 out of a
company fleet of34vessels, lost during thecourseof the secondwar.Aspart
compensation for its wartime losses, Shaw Savill was only awarded a
miserable £4 million by the Government!
Immediately after the war, the company embarked on a major building
programme to replace these significant shipping losses. Initially an order
was placed with various UK shipbuilders for 7 steam powered vessels, of
which 3 were solely freighters with a size of 13,500 grt. The additional 4
ships, while retaining an identical hull design, carried 85 first class
passengers. This was achieved by building an additional deck on the
superstructure, thus increasing the size of these 4 vessels to 15,600 grt.
All 7 of these twin screwed vessels were powered by 6 turbines feeding into
bull gears, directly coupled to tail shafts. 2 Yarrow boilers generated the
steam to power the turbines. At the time of building, these vessels were the
largest “reefers” in the world. They became known within the company as
the”big steamers” The 7 vessels carried the names of Runic, Persic, Suevic,
Athenic, Corinthic, Ceramic & Gothic. The Gothic had the honour of being
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selected as theRoyalYacht to convey the recently crownedQueenElizabeth
on her Royal Tour during 1953.

During voyage 21, the Runic, one of
the ”big steamers” came to grief in the
early hours of 19th February 1961,
while sailing in ballast from Brisbane
to Auckland. She ran aground on
Middleton Reef, 120 miles North of
Lord Howe Island in the Tasman Sea.

This stranding had arisen in the wake of a tropical cyclone when the second
mate had missed the leading marks which would have acted as a warning to
the oncoming reef. Even worse, at the time of the grounding the Runic had
been travelling at around 18 knots, as a result of which, 25% of the vessel’s
length mounted the reef.

I happened to sail, some years later,
with the 3rd engineer who had been
on watch at the time of the Runic’s
grounding. He stated that the second
mate, at the time of the grounding,
incorrectly rang down on the

telegraph “finish with engines”, so the firemen on watch blew down the
boilers, while the watch engineers changed over from the turbo to the diesel
generators.
By the time the old man (captain) had collected his wits about him & rang
down “full astern” it was too late, for two reasons. Firstly, before the engines
could function, the steam pressure needed to be built up again & secondly
the grounding had occurred on a falling tide!

Subsequent tropical cyclones drove
the stricken vessel further onto the
reef & while stringent efforts were
made to salvage the Runic, she was
subsequently declared a total
constructive loss. The three adjacent
photos indicate the steamer’s
demise all those years ago.

I thought about thepredicamentof the secondmate,whonotonlyhadplotted
the course from Brisbane to Auckland via the Cook Strait, but had been “the
watch keeper” at the time of the grounding. Clearly, this incident wouldn’t
have helped his future promotion prospects!
A word regarding the vessel sizes quoted in this article! All general cargo &
passenger ships are normally quoted in grt (gross registered tons) This is not
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a weight measurement but an enclosed volume measurement, including
hull, fuel/water tanks, engine/boiler rooms + crew/passenger
accommodation, where 1grt = 100 cubic feet of enclosed volume. Other
types of vessels, such as warships can be measured in displacement tons ie
the all up weight of the vessel (either light or loaded)
Now reverting to the interview. I came away from the meeting with the
impression that, subject to me obtaining the required number of O level
passes, I would be accepted as a trainee marine engineer with this shipping
company.
Three months later, in September 1959 I joined Shaw Savill, as an
apprentice marine engineer. Initially I would spend the next 2 years in
tertiary education studying for what was essentially an OND in mechanical
engineering with an additional subject of naval architecture included, to
give the course a marine flavour! This would be followed by 18 months sea
time, in order to learn what the job was essentially about. For the last year,
6 months would be spent in a ship building environment followed by 6
months at a marine college studying for part A of the chief Engineers
certificate. During the 2 year OND course I was able to live at home, as my
family fortunately relocated to the Home Counties in August 1959.
In June 1961, following the completion of my course I was sent to the ship
repair company Green & Siley Weir, prior to joining one of the company
vessels. This ship repairer was sighted on the western end of the Royal
Albert Dock. However, the fitter I was meant to monitor didn’t show much
interest in me hanging around throughout his working day, so I decided to
go “walk about” (this lasted throughout the duration of my time at G &S W!)
Outside the workshop there was an antique rail mounted steam crane, used
for lifting components on & off vessels awaiting repair in the adjacent dry
dock. Having befriended the elderly driver, I spent many happy hours
driving this crane up & down the rail lines which ran along the length of the
dry dock.

Also, during this brief period, I
had my first close up view of a
Shaw Savill passenger vessel:
Athenic, one of the seven “Big
Steamers” who was having her
port propeller changed. One
thing that I recall from this
memory, was the fact that the

replacement port propeller had 3 blades compared with the 4 bladed
starboard propeller!
During this period, the Royal Group of docks had still not been adversely

Athenic
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affected by the imminent introduction of containerisation throughout the
shipping industry. The Royal Albert Dock had barely a free berth along

either North or South sides.
Amongst the variety of vessels in
this dock was a white hulled
Jamaican banana boat, named
Jamaican Producer. She was a
classicBritish steamfreighterbuilt
during the early part of the 1930’s.
A couple of days later I happened
to notice a large valve had come in

for repair, with an identification label attached “Jamaica Producer”. I asked
the fitter to let me know when the valve was ready to be delivered to the
vessel, as I would like an opportunity to get aboard this old steamer. Having
arranged with the truck driver to take the delivery note on board, I was
directed to the duty engineer’s cabin.
Having introduced myself to the second engineer, he agreed to show me
around the engine room, which, as expected, contained a classic triple
expansion steam reciprocating main engine. What impressed me the most,
was the cleanliness of the engine & the surrounding machinery area. The
engine room was silent, apart from the gentle purring noise emanating from
the working compound steam driven generator.
With a grin on his face the second engineer then said “come and meet Dr
No!”He ledme through to theboiler roomwhichcontained2oil fired scotch
boilers mounted athwart ships. One of these had been shut down during the
vessel’s time in port. There was one fireman in attendance: a very large
Jamaican character,whom the second engineer introducedas “Dr No”. This
colourful individual was smoking a large “Churchillian” sized cigar & also
holding a copy of The Daily Worker!
“Dr No” explained that he had spent all his sea going career on the Jamaican
Producer as a stoker, before the vessel was converted from a coal to oil.
(Sadly, just a few months later, this 30 years old vessel was sold for scrap).
What ever became of the cigar smoking “Dr No”, I have no idea: perhaps
he went on to feature in one of the James Bond films!
Some days later the twin funnelled, 27,200 grt Dominion Monarch, Shaw
Savills flag ship, arrived in the King George V dock, following her
penultimate round the world voyage. This vessel had entered service in
1939, & at the time, she was the largest motor ship in the world, having 4,
5 cylinder opposed piston, single acting Doxford heavy oil engines
producing a total 32,000 BHP. This flag ship had accommodation for 508
first class passengers, along with a massive 650.000 cubic feet of cargo
space.

Jamaica Producer
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Observing the absence of a watchman at the gangway top I slipped aboard
the vessel in order to take a look at the engine room. The machinery space
was a hive of activity, with G & SW maintenance fitters clambering over all
4 of the slow speed crosshead engines. An old style foreman, complete with
bowler hat & pocket watch attached by a silver chain to his waistcoat, was
overseeing this activity. On commenting to him about the level of work
being done on the main engines, he replied by saying “Yes, these wretched
engines have always given us problems, particularly the internal piston
securing bolts, which have a nasty habit of working loose while underway!
Thank heavens she has 4 main engines, as whenever this problem occurs,
they are forced to stop to repair the offending engine, with the DM
continuing on its voyage on 3 engines”.

Dominion Monarch had been
requisitioned as a troopship early in
1940, & was finally handed back to
Shaw Savill in 1947. She had a lucky
escape when the Japanese overran
Singapore in February 1942. At this
time the vessel was in a Singapore
dry dock, undergoing some essential
repairs. The crew hurriedly got her

sea worthy again, & sailed out of danger, with one of the stern tubes
temporarily blanked off, & the corresponding tail shaft plus propeller,
stowed on her aft deck.
By the time Dominion Monarch returned to normal commercial service, the
world was a very different place & there was little demand for first class
travel in the austerity years following the Second War. As a consequence,
this large vessel “nearly bankrupted” her owners during her remaining time
in service. The vessel completed her final voyage at Southampton in April
1962, when she was sold for scrap to the Japanese for £400,000.
Two months later a replacement flag ship arrived: the newly built Northern
Star. This 24,730 grt tourist class passenger vessel, accommodating 1500
passengers was intended to compliment the Southern Cross. This ship had
entered service in 1955 & had proved to be a financial success. Both these
ships operated an around the world service, each sailing in different
directions: Southern Cross sailing West to East & Northern Star, East to
West.
During the 5 weeks spent at G & SW, I had reluctantly come to the
conclusion that nothing of any significance had been learned, except
possibly, how to drive a self propelled, rail mounted, dock side steam crane!
In 1949 the company took delivery of 2 new build, twin screw cargo vessels:

Dominion Monarch
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Delphic&Doric.These “D”class
heavy oil motor ships were
intended as replacements to
partially supplement war losses.
Unfortunately the 2 prototype
vessels had an instability
problem, which on occasions
caused them to develop unsafe
synchronised roll. The problem
was quickly resolved by naval architects increasing the hull beam as well
as repositioning the main engine bed plates.
The subsequently redesigned vessels, named Cedric, Cymric, Canopic,
Carnatic & Cretic were delivered between 1952 and 1957. 4 out of these 5
twin screw vessels were fitted with Harland & Wolf designed 6 cylinder
opposed piston heavy oil engines, developing 12,300 BHP. The Cretic was
however built with Doxford engines, in order that a comparison could be
made between the 2 engine designs. Each of the “C” freighters had a size
of 11,200 grt & a cruising speed of 17 knots.
Following the success of the “C” class freighters, the company ordered a
further 4vessels, almost identical to the earlier ships, except theywere fitted
with one main engine only. This was achieved by a small increase in the
engine cylinder bore size, which together with adding a further 2 cylinders
increased the turbo charge pressure. The “I” class proved to be extremely
fuel efficient, compared to the earlier “C” class ship. They were allocated
the names Ionic, Illyric, Iberic, & Icenic. These vessels more or less
concluded the post war new build programme for the shipping Line.
The Shaw Savill story is linked, in part, to the modern History of New
Zealand which became a separate colony in 1841. Around this time the
company were chartering sailing vessels to convey settlers and cargo to this
country. Some of these vessels, in order to have a home bound cargo,
continued across to Burma, prior to returning back to the UK via the Cape
of Good Hope. These voyages became to be known as “doing a rounder.”
During the early years the company progressively acquired their own fleet
of vessels. In 1880 they gained some notoriety by converting one of their
sailing vessels to carry chilled mutton from the South Island of New
Zealand back to the UK. This perishable cargo arrived home in an
untarnished condition: thereby setting the precedent for “reefer” vessels, so
commonly used throughout the globe today.
Since 1880 Shaw Savill had a long standing relationship with The White
Star Line by operating a joint service to & from New Zealand. However in
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1928 Shaw Savill was taken over by the larger White Star line, along with
18 of its vessels.
The White Star Line also operated a North Atlantic passenger service & had
the unfortunate notoriety of being the owners of the “Titanic”, back in 1912.
As a consequence of this takeover, the “ic” suffix was added to the names
of newlybuilt vessels, as traditionally usedbyWhiteStar ships.( Previously
all Shaw Savill freighters had Maori themed names.) Arising from the
Titanic sinking, all their futurepassenger vesselsweredesignedasone class
ships.
As a result of the global depression, in 1934 The White Star Line was
declared bankrupt, with their North Atlantic vessels subsequently being
acquired by Cunard Line. Amongst these was Olympic, the sole survivor of
the class which had originally included Titanic & Britannic; both these
vessels having tragically slipped below the waves in 1912 & 1916.
The Shaw Savill vessels were acquired by another Major shipping Group:
Furness Withy, under whose ownership they remained until well after the
second war. At the time of White Star’s acquisition, Shaw Savill vessels
also adopted the livery of their new owner i.e. a white riband around a black
hull & red boot topping, plus a pale yellow-brown & black topped funnel.
There were some exceptions to the “ic” suffix naming theme mentioned
above, principally the large passenger ships & the partly owned “Bay “class
passenger ships, such as Jervis Bay.
Following my time at Green & Siley Weir the company notified me I would
be joining the Cedric for voyage 21 to Australia & back. However as the
vessel was currently at Harland & Wolf shipyard, undergoing engine
repairs lasting for a further month, I would be joining the Carnatic on its
voyage across the North Sea to Schiedam where the ship was scheduled to
undergo some minor repairs.

This was my first time stepping
foot on foreign parts & I
thoroughly enjoyed my time
there during that balmy August
of 1961, particularly taking a
liking to the Dutch sweet beer &
their French fries smothered in
mayonnaise. I recall, during this
time, the Dutch Government
being embroiled in a row

involving the Chinese, as the Netherlands had recently been awarded a
submarine order from Taiwan, which they subsequently had to cancel.
During the end of the month I received a message from the company

Cedric
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requiring me to fly back to the UK, in order to be ready to join the Cedric
onvoyage21.Perhaps then,whilenothavingmyevilwayofdriving railway
engines as a career, I could at least achieve the distinction of driving marine
engines!

Rod Cotton
______________________________

It only seems a few minutes ago that I was writing the Winter edition of the
technical report, some of you may already know others may have read my
other article “Moving to the Dark Side” in the intervening period I have sold
Jennyanydots NC35 and bought a Hardy 36 Commodore. I have agreed at
the AGM to continue as Technical Secretary for the next year, but hopefully
someone with a Nauticat will take over the role of Technical Secretary in
the future. In the process of selling Jennyanydots, we had to empty her of

years of accumulated bits and those come in handy
parts which lurk in the bottom of lockers, this resulted
in a huge pile of stuff in the garage, still to be sorted.
Queries Received and Information Provided
A very quiet few months, the only queries being for
wheels and the regular request for help on tracking
down wiper blades.

Nauticat Raymarine Wind Sensors ST60
Interesting dialogue on repairing a ST60 as opposed to trying to find a
replacement at much higher costs my several members.
OnmyNC37 this instrument stopped turningafter 12years, the lowermicro
bearing in the lowerpart. thewindspeedpart, had rustedandseized theother
three seem ok but I'm going to replace them anyway. I have ordered 4 new
bearings from SMB bearings at £1.90p ex Vat each. As the cost of
replacement is near £500 for a replacement unit, if you can find one, I think
mine is a reasonable cost saving. I'll take some photos of the assembly and
will make them available on request if anyone is in need of doing this job.
All the parts to repair the units are available from Raymarine although
obviously at higher costs.
On eBay a new ST60 masthead transducer £285 is advertised, I replaced a

Technical Report

Web Site Technical Discussion Extracts
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ST50 for about this price, I was informed that replacing bearings could be
tricky maybe an older design.
Here's a query regarding the speed they rotate at and their calibration, at the
end of last season I found my indicator was over-reading rather
considerably by anything up to 30% (on a club rally after a long beat in a
strong wind I told my fellow skippers I had seen over 40 knots at one stage.
I was then laughed at with others saying they hadn't even seen 30 knots).
On the display head you can set a factor in theory to calibrate the unit.
However without a reference that is very difficult. Raymarine on their
support pages don't seem to have any advice, other 'adjust accordingly'.
I found some Raymarine information on the YBW forum about different
factors for different combinations of the displays and the 'mast head units',
which changed around the 2012 period.
Nauticat Lengths
The following comments made regarding the lengths of the various
Nauticat models.
A N33 is nominally 33 feet long, but has a bowsprit which extends well
beyond that. When measured for marina charges, it’s much longer!
AnN35 isnominally longer than theN33and Iknowadifferentkindofboat,
yet it might measure less than the N33 but would give more accommodation
than an N32 which is quite cramped in the aft cabin.
My 331 has been measured by Weymouth marina as 12M, thats with the
bowsprit and swim platform. I had been claiming 11M. The official
Nauticat documentation states the 331 is 10.4M , but this is the hull length,
not overall length !
Hi I keep my boat, a Nauticat 33 Mk2 at premier Chichester, they measure
the boat at just over 11 metres. Premier increase charges in steps and are
quite reasonable in that theychargemeat10 to11metres rather than thenext
step 11 to 12 metres.
Nauticat 33 Teak Deck Replacement
The deck on my 1973 N33 is totally gone and no part of it is attached to the
boat any more as it has all lifted. Does anyone have any experience of
removing the teak deck and replacing it - probably with fibreglass (can't
really warrant the price of new teak!).
I believe that the sub deck on this age will be ply wood, not fibreglass and
no core, which I would also replace if required. Does this ply make up the
roof of the cabin or are there battens across and a second ply layer for the
ceiling?
On a previous boat a 1972 33, it had had the deck entirely replaced in the
1990s. Beneath the teak cladding lies a plywood deck which I understand
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was NOT marine ply. The plywood is supported by wooden cross frames
and wooden longitudinals that run down the inside of the fibre glass hull.
Water penetrates the teak around the screws and then rots the ply and
perhaps the frames as well. The work was done by a previous owner who
was a joiner / carpenter by trade. The latter told me that it took "2 years of
his life". He replaced the rotten beams and then the deck, this time with a
thicker marine ply. Then the deck was sheathed with glass-fibre before
being re-clad with 4 mm teak strips - which by 2013 had worn through in
places! I sold the boat in 2016 to a man who lives and keeps the boat at
Cowes, IW.
I am afraid that this will be rather depressing news for you - but is of course
a worst case scenario.
Nauticat Subsidence or Settlement
I recently purchased a Nauticat 33 with a known problem (which was
reflected in the price for a 1979 boat). The problem is that the mast step has
subsidence - the coach roof has depressed about 25 mm in and around the
mast base. This causes rainwater to pool around the mast base. Internally it
looks like the king post (Heads corner timber) has descended about 10 mm.
This has been made possible as the king post is not completely keel stepped.
Does anyone have experience of this problem at all. I would be grateful for
any information you may have on the subject. Peripheral problems include
sticking cabin door, rain water ingress and less secure mast.
I have a 1981 Mk2 N33, I had her re-rigged in 2014. The riggers reported
a similar problem to yours. I discussed this with ‘Navigators’ based at
Chichester Marina. They advised that there was not an immediate risk. The
door to the heads is fine the sliding door is a bit stiff, but no other problems.
Navigators advised vigilance without action. It does not appear to have
developed since. I have not noticed and pools of water at the base of the mast
as you describe.
I had a similar problem that was resolved last winter by Ardfern Boatyard
in Scotland. The easiest way is to copy their subsequent findings;
We have been looking further into how to go about repairs to Lady of Hartys
coachroof. It isn’t a straightforward fix I’m afraid. We took a core sample
and there is no delamination of the deck. We rigged up a lift to the coachroof
to make sure that we could reinstate the shape. That was ok. Down below
we were investigating the possibility of fitting in an additional fore and aft
beam to stiffen and support the deck. We took off the trim on the bulkhead
just forward of the mast step and found the bulkhead timber to be soft. This
position would explain why the coachroof area immediately forward of the
mast step was depressed. The way the interior has been put together
complicates the repair as to access requires removal of the sliding door
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which requires removal of a panel in the heads etc etc. It is impossible to
estimate the cost at the moment as we are finding out what needs opened up
as we go along. Only once we have done this and seen what is required to
reinforce and repair could we supply a price. I would suspect however that
the joinery work will be a large part of the cost. If you could get back to me
and let me know how you wish us to proceed and if you have any questions,
please get in touch.
I think I have 2 problems. The first is that I must clearly act fairly quickly
to get stuck into the necessary repairs to resolve this depression. I am more
than prepared to go'professional' boat repair on this one, even though its
going to be £££s. I normally go about the whole range of repairs on boats
myself, but on this occasion I feel I will need to go to the professionals.
But the second problem is that I need to try to understand why this has
happened and what has caused it. Is it the weakness of the king post base?
Is it the weakness of the coach roof, eg internal rotting. I am still puzzled
about large amount of rainwater that is permeating through the upper/outer
corners of both sides of the cabin i.e. above galley and above dining area.
It’s very coincidental, is this related to the depression? I have been tipped
off that the coach roof is not a balsa sandwich and hence its inners could not
have rotted.
I have just had this problem sorted on my 1979 Nauticat 33 Mk11. Over a
number of years water had been leaking through the deck glands for all the
mainmast electrics, radio GPS etc. the water ran down the cables and
through the main thwartships beam just above the sliding door. The beam
was rotten and so the mast step and surrounding deck area had subsided.
Head lining removed along with adjacent panels and bulkhead to get access
to replace main beam. Not noticed earlier through various surveys as the
headlining hid the destruction that was taking place. Costly repair but only
solution £2.5 K. King post not damaged but main beam was almost non-
existent.
I bought my 1976 NC34 mk1 ZARZUELA some 21 years ago. On taking
delivery I noticed that the stays were slack, fore cabin door hard to shut and
an obvious sag in the lintel. None of these problems had been mentioned by
the surveyor who had passed the rigging as sound. On lifting the deck
around the mast step we were horrified to find that the cross beams were
spongy due to being soaked for years because the deck air vents had never
been opened to allow any moisture to dry out. Subsequently I only shut the
vents when going to sea and re-open them whenever in a berth.
I havea1981NC33whichappears tohavebeensuppliedpart complete from
stilata to a yard in Holland. Boat was completed in 1995 to Nauticat
Drawings which are still on board. Previous owner bought boat in Holland
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and survey showed deck sag at mast step 8mm as measured by surveyor.
Boat bought subject to reduction negotiated by surveyor and sailed to UK.
New owner took boat to FOX's Ipswich and asked for quote for this problem
together with other issues. They (Fox's) de rigged boat and cut exploratory
hole in mast step to assess whether any de lamination had occurred. The
GRP was fine but the toilet bulkhead together with associated timberwork
was inadequate for the job. As you will be aware when sailing hard
particularly on the wind the forces are predominately compression. Fox's
said they had encountered this problem before and they re-glassed the
timber work and fitted a mast support against the bulkhead from the mast
base to the Keel. It is fabricated from 80mm diameter stainless steel tube
with a plate welded each end in 10mm thick. Fox’s conclusions was, the
original mast support as shown on the Nauticat drawings is inadequate for
a boat of the Nauticat weight, particularly if it is sailed hard over a number
of years, it’s OK for motor sailing .
Nauticat Fuel System Cracks
A long story but important to get out the word.
I launched our Nauticat 44 a year ago. Prior to that, we were on the hard in
Napa Ca for 3 1/2 years after purchasing her in 2011 in Florida. We trucked
her there with mostly empty tanks. After launching last year we filled both
fuel tanks.Wemotored for ayearon theport tank.Sixweeks agowedecided
to switch to the starboard tank to balance them out. I moved the twin three
way valves to starboard mid-week. Days later, we decided to run the engine
for a half an hour for a safety check, while we were making preparations to
get underway. After 15 minutes the engine quit. We checked the first
upstream starboard Racor filter and found it was packed with silt and some
water in the lower bowl. Filter area was dry. I cleaned the filter, replaced the
cartridge, and primed it. We ran the engine again and after 15 minutes it
stopped. The filter was empty. I primed it and it did it again. The was no
additional silt or water. I figured I had broken suction somewhere in my
cleaning efforts. This was our mystery to solve what is the silt and why are
we running our filters dry. On the upside, we were happy we ran the engine
for a long test. After a little research I found that the silt was algae residue.
Unfortunately our local fuel polishing guy retired. We moved the fuel in and
out of our tanks into 55 gallon drums while adding biocide. We equalised
the tank levels and let the biocide work. We also added drain valves on the
low point sumps and removed any water. Soon we will use our newly built
large dual Racor filter set to polish the fuel and vacuum the tank bottom.
Their still remained the mystery of the Racor filter running dry. The double
three way valve set was suspect as they were never quite dry (damp with
fuel) so I replaced them with a new six port valve. We tried to pull fuel
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through the system and couldn't. My friend suggested I buy a hand held
"Mighty Vac", (not the plastic version) which turned out to be a god send.
It is used to pull vacuum on brake systems and bleed them. It will never
leave the boat. It will speed up fuel filter changes, steering system work etc.
We changed the two inline filters on the engine as well. They were spotless
so the upstream Racor did its job. We systematically checked the fuel
tubing, valves and filters looking for leaks and found they all held vacuum.
(all the way to the tank top) That left us with something inside the tank.
We thought the starboard suction tube might have broken or fallen off. We
pulled the suction tube and at first glance it looked great. In bright light
however we found hairline cracks running intermittently and offset down
the full length of the brass suction tube top to bottom. I made a temporary
duplicate suction tube using a new elbow fitting and soft 5/16" copper we
had on hand and installed it. The mighty vac pulled fuel through the system
into the twin injection filters. The engine fired up without emptying the
Racor filter. Our problem and mystery was solved, but now all four fuel
suction tubes are suspect. (Eng and Gen, both tanks)
Any one of these lineal suction tube cracks could have changed the
available fuel we could draw from the tank by breaking fuel line suction.
Our fuel gauges could have shown a full tank when due to these suction line
cracks only half or less was available.
I have never seen this type of cracking before so I took it into work and
discussed it with our senior metallurgist. His determination was either
sulphur or ammonia (or both) induced Stress Corrosion Cracking,(SCC)
effecting the seamless brass tube where the mandrel induced stress on the
brass tubing when it was manufactured. In his opinion it was those latent
stress areas that cracked. Since it was around 20 to 30 years old either a
replacement in kind or upgrade to CuNi would be ok. Newer fuels have less
sulphur now.
We now have to change all of them as none of them can be trusted. We are
using 5/16" OD X .065" Wall, rigid brass tubing with a Parker 1/4 MNPT
X 5/16" compression, 90 degree elbow. Tubing to be brazed at the 90 deg.
bend and the crimped end. Four lateral holes are to be drilled in a pattern
matching original.
So our mystery is solved. The algae didn't come from the starboard tank (it
physically couldn't) it came from our running on the port tank. Probably the
weekend we were out crashing waves seeing what she could do in higher
knot winds. The algae could have come from a bad fuel stop. We should
have been treating our diesel all along. We were lucky to discover the
suction tube issue at the dock. The suction tubes are easy to duplicate. It
should be only a day’s effort.
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These extracts from the Nauticat forum shows how members can help each
other, collectively our knowledge base continues to increase.
Alan Warrell
Technical Secretary

__________________________

Moving to the Dark Side
“Moving to the Dark Side” was the comment of one Nauticat Association
members, when I announced that I had sold Jennyanydots (Nauticat 35) and
bought a Hardy 36 Commodore. He added that he had no idea when we last
met in the summer that I was intending to sell Jennyanydots, but nor did I.
It all started last September, when I was asked, by a non-sailing friend, what
do you do when you get too old to manage a moderate sized sailing boat?
Do you get a smaller one? I hadn’t really thought about it but replied that I
would probably move to a motor cruiser, but would still want the space and
comfort our Nauticat had provided.
The thought then rumbled around. With my 70th birthday looming and
undergoing treatment for prostate cancer I began to think about the prospect
more seriously. However, my visit to the Southampton Boat Show almost
convinced me that there was not a motor cruiser or Power Boat that I liked
the look of.
A few weeks later while removing the sails for the winter, we could only
recall one trip under sail, most were motor sailing with the main up. At the
same time I noticed a motor boat on the river, obviously on a sea-trial,
carrying out slow speed manoeuvres. It looked very sea worthy, a “proper”
boat! I later discovered that it was a Hardy 42 Commodore, the type used
by the RNLI for boat handling training.

A little later I spied a smaller
version, the Hardy 36
Commodore and that started me
searching the internet to find out
more about them, which in turn
lead to seeing one for sale in
Falmouth. It was now the end of
October and I had just finished
the first part of my treatment, so
had a couple of weeks available.

Off to Falmouth we went for a couple of days break and a viewing.
The first impression of Blue Horizon was pleasing - comfortable, well built,
solid and in generally good condition, but the galley seemed small with
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limited storage space compared to the NC 35. We returned next day for a
second viewing and a more serious inspection ... this was now becoming a
definite possibility!

In Mid November, when we moved
Jennyanydots from her river mooring
onto the pontoons at Noss Marina, it was
an opportunity to speak to the local
broker. He was very keen, not at all
concerned that Jennyanydots was all
prepared for winter and put her on the
market immediately.
She had her first viewing within a week,
followedbyanoffer and request to see the
boat and the equipment in ready for sale

condition. This meant a hectic couple days clearing the boat of 10 years of
“stuff” - tools, come-in-handy, safety equipment, clothes, books, teddy
bears etc etc ! Two cars loads later, Jennyanydots was ready and a good 2
inches higher in the water!
In the meantime I had made an offer on Blue Horizon which was accepted
on the same day as I accepted the offer on Jennyanydots, both subject to
survey. This involved a mid-December trip to Noss to put the sails back on
ready for her sea trail. Wrestling with the genoa dispelled any regrets about
moving to power!
By the end of December Jennyanydots was sold and Blue Horizon
purchased. The new owner of Jennyanydots moved her from the Dart to the
Solent. (In fact she would have been passing Sandbanks during the time of
the Nauticat Association AGM.) A few weeks later we were lucky enough
to find a break in the wintry weather to move Blue Horizon from Falmouth
back to the Dart, a very pleasing 7 hour maiden voyage.
The whole buying and selling process only took two months, and after
another 6 weeks both boats were on their home moorings. All very quick,
relatively smoothly and leaving little time to reflect. We will miss lovely
Jennyanydots but are already enjoying Blue Horizon … so perhaps we have
“gone to the dark side”!

Alan Warrell

______________________________
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The Chairman opened the Meeting by welcoming Members to the 22nd.
Annual General Meeting and outlined the programme for the afternoon and
evening.
1 Apologies for Absence:

Received from: Joel Rogale, Ray & Jan Dennett, Michael and Patricia
Lowe and Eric & Beatrice Aliamus.

2 Approval of the Minutes of AGM 2017:
Approved without comment.

3 Matters Arising not covered by this Agenda:
None

4 Chairman’s Report:
Douglas Addison reported that the Association is in good heart and on a
sound financial basis. He thanked the Members of the Committee for their
excellent work in Membership recruitment, dissemination of information,
technical support, the Cat-a-Log and organization of rallies and shoreside
events. He also thanked the Members attending for their support.
5 Presentation and Approval of 2017 Accounts:
John Claisse presented the accounts on behalf of Treasurer John Rotter who
wasunable to attenddue to illness.NetAssets standat £9,081which is £219
downon last yeardue toa small reduction in thenumberofpaidupMembers
and the issue of two lapel badges to each Member. The accounts were
approved without amendment.
6 Committee Posts:
Richard Wakeham has resigned from the post of Membership Secretary
and is replaced by John Crump. Richard remains Webmaster.
Joel Rogale has resigned as Liaison France but remains a contact for those
visiting France.
Andrew Wilson is appointed Celtic Region Liaison.
Rod Cotton resigned from Events co-ordinator and is replaced by Theresa
Warrell.
Due to lack of support from the East Coast Members, the East Coast Area
is discontinued.
The Chairman thanked those resigning for the work they had done and their
replacements for volunteering to take their place.
A revised Committee Contact List will be promulgated by eNEWS and
published in an updated Association Organization and Guidelines.
7. Secretaries’ Reports
General Secretary – John Claisse reported that the Guidelines will be re-
issued with up to date information on who does what and many “How to”

AGM Minutes
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topics suchas log-in formats,makeexpense claims, pay in income, organize
rallies, use the website, use the forums and eNEWS. The eNEWS has
proved particularly useful in exchanging requests and information amongst
Members.
Master Builder Buckler’s Hard or Hythe Marina. Further information
will be published by eNEWS.
8. A.O.B: – John Claisse briefed the Members on the availability of
merchandise. Logoed clothing is available from www.swift-uk.com as
advertised on the second page of the Cat-a-Log. John has stocks of
flimsy and more robust burgees. To order email him at
j.claisse@btinternet.com with a postal address for delivery. All Members
have been sent two NA Lapel Badges which were much appreciated.
New Member Mark Miller informed the meeting that he was in the
process of trying to charter a NC36 for up to 2 years. An offer from
Ireland has been made. Mark was introduced to Ray McDonald who has
a NC36 Polar Bear II.
9. Date and venue of next AGM: – The Sandbanks Hotel on Saturday
2nd. February 2019. The Hotel is due for demolition and rebuild later in
2019 and a new venue for 2020 will be sought.
Following the AGM Marylin Larthe gave a fascinating talk titled
Sailing in French Polynesia. The evening continued with an excellent
performance by the Poole Sea Cadet Band and dinner capped by our
resident entertainer Maurice Owen and a singalong.

John Claisse
General Secretary
secretary@nauticatassociation.co.uk

__________________________

http://www.swift-uk.com
mailto:j.claisse@btinternet.com
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Robin,
I feel that I must pay tribute to Mike Scott and his crew for their
unparalleled steadfastness & resolve while innocently cruising into a
potentially hazardous incident, involving a German frigate, as outlined
in Mike’s verbal report at our recent AGM. This potentially serious
incident, could quite easily have escalated into another “Battle of
Jutland”, but this time involving an unarmed Nauticat 38, named
Condor, which was clearly unevenly matched against the might of the
German Navy!
Like many Nauticats of the day, the decision not to arm Condor with
such weapons as a 4.5inch Mk 8 naval gun, mounted fore & aft, or even
a Spearfish torpedo, was quite understandably rejected by the Scott’s in
this protracted peacetime environment in which we now fortunately
live. However, we can never be sure of what unexpected hazard could
appear over the horizon!
I would therefore suggest an alternative to the weaponry as outlined
above: this being equally effective when correctly deployed. I refer to
my wife’s homemade rock cakes which have been known destroy many
a hostile ship or aircraft engaged in hostile activities .A considerable
saving can be made in the military hardware essential for the
deployment of conventional shells or torpedoes, which may be
substituted by a simple hand held catapult.
While a more conventional use for these rock cakes may well be found
in such mundane locations as the afternoon tea table. Personally, I won’t
touch them with a barge pole: after all, a serious piece of weaponry such
as these rock cakes should, in my opinion, not be destined for human
consumption!
Rod Cotton

___________

Letters to the Editor

Maybe this addition to
Condor would solve the
problem of an excessivly
aggresive German Navy.

__________
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Robin
It was lovely to see you and all the “Nauticats” at the weekend for the
AGM. We had an excellent time, enjoying once again the comfort of
the Sandbanks Hotel and the wonderful proximity of the beach. The
AGM was completely painless … well chaired by Douglas, with some
great hilarity and salty sailors’ tall tales as a bonus! Marilyn’s account
of sailing in the South Seas was fascinating and hopefully did “light a
few fires”!
Our Saturday evening gathering was enhanced by the outstanding
performance of the Poole Sea Cadet Band, whose dedication and
musical excellence continues to lift our spirits. Thanks to Rod Cotton for
organising this for us once again. Our thanks also to Maurice who
raised our voices in song as well as entertaining us with his amazing
repertoire of jokes! What would we do without you, Maurice?
Finally Robin, sincere thanks to you for all you do, quietly in the
background, to make sure the weekend runs smoothly and that we all
have a wonderful time. We will wear our NA pins with pride!
Theresa and Alan Warrell
Formally of Jennyanydots!

___________________________

The following remarks were attributed to Sir Thomas Beecham:
"I find Brass Bands have a melancholy sound. All right out of doors, of
course, fifty miles away. Like bagpipes they turn what had been a dream
into a public nuisance".
Rod Cotton

____________________________

Good morning from a snow covered East Sussex!
It was great to catch up with everyone at the Sandbanks Hotel and very
well done for organising yet another most enjoyable weekend. Hope to
see you and Lyn in November at the laying up lunch.
Meanwhile have a good sailing season.
Very best wishes
Jacky and Mike Scott

____________________________
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Perkins Engine Handbook £2.00
Ford Lehman 2712 Engine Handbook £2.00
Door Roller Wheels Per Set Of Four £10.00
Door Roller Wheels Each £3.00
Modified Gustavson / early Lehman engine anode holders
that allow use of international standard anodes. Set of two £8.50
Note: There are a range of manuals and information on the Nauticat
Association Website Forum; paper copies are available on request.

_______________________

Technical Merchandise

Nauticat Association Burgees
For new members and those with frayed burgees, I have stocks of NA Logo
(cat) burgees, roped and toggled:
Mirrored NA Logo, 110gsm, roped and toggled. £13
More robust 230gsm double sided logo, roped and toggled. £27
Post & packaging. £2.45
Members wanting one please email me the delivery address to which you
wish to have your burgee sent, or that you will collect at the AGM.
An invoice will be included in the package for paying by BACS, cheque or,
if from overseas, Paypal.
John Claisse
General Secretary

Disclaimer
Neither the Organisers of any event, nor the Nauticat

Association shall be held liable for any loss, damage or personal
injury, howsoever caused, arising from or in connection with any

event.
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LOA: 10.2M
Beam: 3.4M
Draft: 1.6M
Displacement: 8.5T
Keel Type: Fin

Taiva - 1999 Nauticat 331

Electrics
Full Shore power with outlets in saloon, pilot
house, and aft cabin, combined with battery
charger and inverter.
Raymarine MFD 9” touchscreen Chartplotter/
Radar
Raymarine MFD 7” touchscreen chartplotter at
external helm (linked to main one)
AIS transponder
Horizon VHF with remote handheld unit in outside
cockpit
Handheld VHF in dedicated charger
Raymarine wind/speed/log, instruments, all
duplicated in outside cockpit
Raymarine autopilot at both helm positions
2 Absorbed Glass Mat Batteries 210a/hr each,
domestic
1 dedicated 12v engine start battery
Overhead lights throughout are LED
Forecabin
V berth
Htr outlet
Reading Lights
12V socket
Holding Tank under bunk
Heads with shower and wet locker opposite with
htr. outlet
Saloon
2 burner oven and grill ( gas alarm by cooker, also
operates a solenoid valve in gas locker, for easy
isolating). One sensor below cooker and one sensor
in engine bay
Fridge
Twin sink
Filtered water with dedicated tap
Television
Seating for six around table,(converts into double
berth)

Pilot House
All instrumentation
Battery monitor, fuel gauges, voltmeter
Stereo
EasyNavtex
Seating for four/five around small table
Aft Cabin
Two single berths aprox 7ft Six long
Hanging Locker
4 Drawer Unit between bunks
Large storage under bunks
Two cupboards with mirrors on doors
Heater control
Bunkside lights (LED)
Mains Power Outlets
On Deck
Roller furling headsail
Selden In mast furling main
Cruising Chute
Mizzen in stak pak
Teak on decks and on saloon roof
Large solar panel on pilothouse roof
Anchor windlass and 50 metres of chain (35m new
2017)
Bowsprit Anchor Kobra
Kedge anchor and line on pushpit bracket
4 Man liferaft on pushpit bracket (needs servicing)
Bow ladder
Tankage
500L Diesel
300l fresh water

£110,000 VAT paid
Contact: John Skidmore on either:
addyscottage@gmail.com
Mob: 07768866120
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Price: £ 119,000 tax paid
Located in Colchester,
Essex, United Kingdom
Contact: Rod Usher
Tel: 01206 751522
Mob: 07760 164 434
rodusher@btinternet.com

Engine
Total Power: 40 HP
Engine Brand: Yanmar
Engine Model: 3JH3E
Engine Hours: 2350
Engine Power: 40 HP
Mileage logged: 12,995 miles
Engine hours: 2350 hours
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Tanks
Fresh Water Tanks: 1 (440 Liters)
Fuel Tanks: 1 (250 Liters)
Accommodations
Number of cabins: 2
Number of heads: 1
Electronics
Navigation center
Plotter
Wind speed and direction
Radar
GPS
Log-speedometer
Autopilot
VHF
Radio
Inside Equipment
Hot water
Oven
Bow thruster
Electric bilge pump
Heating
Outside Equipment/Extras
Cockpit table
Electric windlass

Tenar - 2002 Nauticat 321

Specification
All original manuals and instructions available in
original Nauticat files.
Stainless steel Bruce anchor; additional kedge
anchor, fixed in cockpit locker
Electric anchor windlass - Lofrans Tigres
Additional Raymarine ST600R - roving control pad
to Raymarine Instruments
New LED deck light
Domestic radio and CD player with 2 speakers
Heater - Airtronic with 4 outlets, including wet
locker
3 large batteries - only 1 season old
2 large fitted fire extinguishers
All gas fittings updated to most recent safety
specifications
AIS and dedicated laptop with SeaPro chart system,
complete with up to date charts: British Isles and
Netherlands (both with full coverage)Upgraded
Raymarine instruments
Selden furling main in-mast
Cruising chute - North Sails
All running rigging replaced September 2016Bow
thruster - SidePower SP55S
Radio antenna (upgraded)
Henderson bilge pumps - one hard wired to battery
as a safety precaution
Stern gland - details upgraded to stainless steel
Full set of blue and white crockery, in safe storage
cupboards
American Navy Blue hull and white topsides,
cleaned and polished annually

LOA: 10.0 m
Beam: 3.24 m
LWL: 8.30 m
Draft: 1.40 m
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Hightime - 1978 Nauticat Mk2

Length: 33 feet
Beam: 10' 7"
Draft: 5' 1"
Construction: GRP
Engine: (new in 2004)
Ford Mermaid 90 HP

Price: £42,500
For sale by: John Kiddey
john.jkiddey@gmail.com
Tel: 01803 209401

Boat Details

Vetus Bowthruster (new in 2000)
New stainless steel fuel tanks 2014 (300 ltr each)
Engine loom replaced in 2004
Webasto heating fitted 1999
20 amp twin battery charger (new 2001)
600 watt inverter (new 2001)
New engine mountings and prop shaft fitted in 2010
3 blade propeller replaced in 2007
All seacocks replaced in 2000
rope cutter
Pilot House
Raymarine 120E chartplotter
Raymarine AIS transponder
M-Tech DSC SX 35 radio
Furuno 1730 radar
Furuno navtex
Raymarine autopilot with twin controls
Target MW radio
Carbon monoxide alarm
Webasto heater feeding wheelhouse, saloon and aft cabin
Upholstery replaced in 2006
Teak tables fitted 2005
Helmsman seat new in 2008
Aft Cabin
Double berth (new in 2009)
40 litre calorifier with imersion heater
Foldaway bike under berth
Fore Cabin
V berth with infill
Stainless steel water tank beneath (new in 2001)
Vetus deck hatch (new in 2000)
Teak and holly flooring fitted 2005
Twin 12 v berth lights new 2011

Saloon
Nelson two burner cooker with oven (new in 2014)
Waeco 12/24 v fridge (2015)
Pressurised hot and cold water system
TV
Other equipment
BFA four man liferaft
Suzuki 2.2 HP o/board engine
Waveline dinghy + oars
Forward head
Bowl and pump new in 2009
Sink/shower and work top new in 2010
Teak and holly cabin sole fitted 2005
Deck
Stainless steel bowsprit added 1999
Fully battened Mainsail and mizzen
Genoa new in 2000 - furler new also 2000
Cruising shute
Stackpack covers replaced in 2009
Radar reflector
Television aerial (new 2001)
Standing and running rigging renewed 2000
CQR main anchor and chain
Danforth kedge anchor
Two winches on main mast
Two winches aft of main doors
Foresail winches by each door
One winch on mizzen
44 watt solar panel on wheelhouse roof
Teak rope locker on aft deck
Bimini
Aft dodgers
Boom tent for aft deck area



Future Events

Picture Gallery

Mike & Jacky Scotts' lovely Nauticat 38 - Condor, kept in the Baltic

South Coast Rally
2nd June 2018

Cowes and the Solent to start with

AGM 2019
2/3 February 2019
Sandbanks Hotel

Laying up Lunch
3rd November 2018

Boathouse Hotel & Restuarant
Hythe Marina Village, SO45 6DY


